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Retro Post-Apocalyptic Future
Sketches, Marker renderings, and Photoshop Renderings



inspirationLate 1940s- late 1950s



Sketches



Quick Renderings



photoshop render 



exploded view
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1) Bike body

2) Engine cowling

3) Headlight

4) Windshield

5) Onboard computer and battery

6) Fuel tank

7) Mini jet engine (primary propulsion)

8) Leather seat pads

9) Mass effect generator (provides lift & steering)

10) Turn signal assembly

11) Throttle/ steering control assembly

12) Foot rest

13) Storage Container

14) Brake light assembly



photoshop render 



Family of Form Chess Set
Sketches, SolidWorks, & 3D models



automotive inspired chess set
This project is the exploration of designing a chess set baised on 
the form of a Lamorghini Aventador



sketches
During the sketching stage, I decided to try and  
simplify the form to make it as monolithic as possible 
while still conveying the form of the Lamborghini



final design

The final form takes cues from 
the from the Lamborghini  
without becoming over  
complicated. The icons on 
the pieces are designed to be 
emotive of motion, and the 
racing stripe erases any doubt 
about this being an automotive 
chess set.

modeled in SolidWorks 2011, decals added in Adobe Photoshop CS 5



model making process

sanded primer base coat high density foam automotive paint base coat after masking off the part, additional  
layers of paint were added for the decals

final product



final model



Ergonomic Handle
Sketches & Photoshop rendering



How does one improve on one of 
the oldest tools in existance?

then
now

tomorrow



task analysis

The primary use of a hammer is simple and  
universally known: to set and drive nails. Now for 
the complicated part: how to improve that  
process. To set a nail, a modern-day hammer has 
a groove in the head with a magnet in it to hold 
the nail. Its pretty simple, insert nail and swing, but 
after a few summers building houses, I came to 
notice that no one used the nifty little groove. The 
problem was this: while its nice to not have to hold 
the nail when you set it, the groove was extremely  
innacurate and led to the user having to do  
multiple attempts. For the most part, the  
experianced carpenders just held the nail in 
place, gripped the hammer by the top and 
tapped the nail in to set it. Once the nail was set, 
just a hit or two with a lower grip, and the nail was 
in place. My goal is this, to make two dedicated 
zones on the hammer optimized for the different 
grips and uses.

arc of swing in red



Iteration sketches  
examining different 
hammer heads,  
handles, and hand  
positions on the handle. 

sketching



refined ideas
This page is a compilation of the best of the  
hammerheads and handles. In the end, I decided 
that the most natural form for the handle would be 
the best for this task.



final design

contour molded upper grip for superior  
percision 

dimpled section to help grip on high speed 
swings

rounded edges and a narrower profile allow for a 
tight grip 



The Driver
Photoshop render



Foundation Year
Drawing, Modeling & Illustrator Graphics



materials and processes (from top left going counter-clockwise) 
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator CS5, Colored pencil on Canson 
paper, Verithin pencil on sketch paper, mixed media and  
Adobe Illustrator CS5



Product Explorations
Sketch & Photoshop



Coffee Maker

sketches



Photoshop Rendering



Speed Boat

sketches



photoshop rendering



Thank you for your time!
benGrundwerg 
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